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Kwai Sim: Working Among Children with Risk

Ng Kwai Sim has worked in Fei Yue since 2012. This year, she received the Most Outstanding Staff 

Award from the organization. She currently works among children who are at risk, such as those 

from abusive homes. We interview her to understand more about her experience as an outstanding 

people helper.

Why did you decide to become a people helper? 

In 1992 when I was deciding on the course to study at NUS, 

God spoke to me through a verse. “Pure and undefiled religion 

in the sight of our God and Father is this: to visit orphans and 

widows in their distress and to keep oneself unstained by the 

world. (James 1:27)”. As I reflected on this verse, the orphans 

and widows in the verse refer to the underprivileged and 

disadvantaged in society. I decided to take a step of faith to 

study Social Work and prepare myself to work with the “orphans 

and widows” in society.  

What do you like most about your job?

I like the challenge of handling different cases and working with 

different age groups in the family context.  Each case is unique 

and each family has its own culture and relational dynamics. I 

like working with children and giving them a voice to speak for 

themselves. I deeply appreciate the training and supervision 

that Fei Yue provides to help each social worker grow in our 

clinical skills. I enjoy the constant process of reflecting, learning 

and growing.

What are some challenges you face at your job? How do you 

deal with them?

Home based interventions bring me into close contact with 

families. At times, it is difficult to draw clear boundaries between 

me and my clients. Working with cases of moderate risk levels 

bring a heightened level of anxiety and stress.  Working with 

children from abusive backgrounds evoke much thoughts and 

a heavy sense of burden. 

There were times that I did not handle all these well and lapsed 

into periods of self doubt and fatigue.  Now, I have learned to 

remind myself to keep to healthy boundaries. I learn to entrust 

my worries and burden to God. I trust by faith that God is 

sovereign and in control, though at times I do not understand 

all that God is doing. I enjoy playing jigsaw puzzles. It allows 

me to slow down, think, and restore the equilibrium within 

my heart. I talk to my colleagues and close friends about my 

struggles. A burden shared lightens the load.   

What gives you the motivation to continue to serve the 

people you come in contact with?

Obedience to God’s call. Recently, God added another 

perspective. “We must work the works of Him who sent me as 

long as it is day, night is coming when no one can work.” (John 

9:4) Night can refer to the closure of a project or the end of 

funding. There will be no more resources to carry on with the 

work.  Night can also refer to the deterioration in my health. This 

year, I have peers who are diagnosed with cancers and heart 

attacks. When my health fails, I will need to stop the work. So 

I work while there are opportunities, while I have the strength 

and health to work.  
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Mr. Ho Ah Mai: Dedicated Volunteering

Mr. Ho Ah Mai has been volunteering at Fei Yue Retirees 

Centre for 12 years. Last year, he accumulated the most 

number of volunteer hours among all the volunteers in Fei Yue, 

serving a total of 1138 hours. We interview him to find out what 

motivates him to continue to volunteer so much of his time and 

energy, even at the age of 82.

What do you do as a volunteer at Fei Yue Retirees Centre?

I volunteer as a Karaoke Jockey and Taiji Qigong teacher. When I 

first came to Singapore, I learnt Taiji Qigong from a teacher from 

China, and because I had the interest, I obtained a certification 

to teach.

What made you decide to start volunteering?

The staff from Fei Yue encouraged me to become a volunteer. 

I also enjoy sports such as swimming and running, so I agreed 

to give it a try. 

What are some challenges you faced while volunteering? 

Initially when I became a Karaoke Jockey, I did not have any 

experience, and sometimes sang off-key, and so I was often 

made fun of. Later, another volunteer came to teach us to sing, 

and so I continued to learn and improve on my singing pitch. 

Gradually, I started to like singing.

What keeps you motivated to continue volunteering with 

the elderly?

The feeling of satisfaction. Being able to do something I enjoy 

such as exercising, and at the same time being able to come in 

contact and interact with different people, as well as to provide 

help to people from different walks of life – I find satisfaction 

in this.
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People Helper Quiz

DOWN

1  Provides legal advice or courtroom guidance to 
clients.   

2  Gives of one’s time and effort to a good cause without 
receiving compensation.   

4  Comes alongside people to work through their issues and 
surface ways to cope and deal with them.

ACROSS

3 Gives financial resources to support a worthy 
cause.   

5  Provides people with information that can help them to 
navigate life better.   

6  Perform daily general health care to help patients heal and 
recover.  

7  Conducts studies to come to conclusions that are beneficial 
to society.   

Be the first participant to complete this crossword correctly, and send in your answers, 
along with your name, mailing address and contact number to aprilding@fycs.org, 
and receive a special prize! 

There are various people helpers who contribute to society through their skills and expertise. See if you can identify some of them! 
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In line with SG50, the theme for this year’s Fei Yue Annual 

Volunteer and Donor Lunch held on 21 March 2015 was “当

我们同在一起 The More We Get Together”. It centred around 

the kampong spirit, the good ol’ days where neighbours were 

friends and a helping hand was there whenever you needed it. 

To get everyone into the spirit, a kampong stall was set up near 

the registration area to serve old school snacks such as kacang 

puteh and biscuits. A packet of round colourful wafers was also 

placed on each table to add on to the nostalgia. As the guests 

were reminiscing about the past, an instant printing service was 

also provided at the event for everyone to create new memories 

through photographs, which could be brought home.

Everyone was invited to dress in old school or retro clothes. A 

catwalk by eleven Fei Yue staff dressed to the occasion started 

the event off with a bang. This was followed by a series of 

nostalgic games, which included the guessing of old places as 

well as chapteh. There were also two performances by two very 

special groups of people. One was a song performance of’ ‘细

水长流’ and ‘小人物的心声’ by Mr Ong Pang Kit, who was the 

the original singer of ‘细水长流’,  and Mr Joseph Lee. The other 

was a dance and handbell performance of ‘当我们同在一起’ by 

the Senior Management.

The highlight of the lunch event was the broadcast of a video 

featuring clients talking about how the volunteers had made 

an impact on their lives. In addition, each volunteer received 

a personalized gift handmade by Fei Yue staff. All these were 

prepared to thank the volunteers for their time and dedication 

and for the ‘kampong spirit’ in them - seeing the clients as their 

friends, lending them a helping hand and pouring into their 

lives. 

The joyous event drew to a close as everyone joined in chorus 

to sing ‘当我们同在一起’ (The More We Get Together). 

We would like to thank all volunteers for gracing the event 

with their presence and the tremendous support received from 

donors and staff. It is our wish that together with the volunteers 

and donors, Fei Yue will be able to impact, effect change and 

transform the lives of more individuals and families.

Annual Volunteers and Donors Appreciation Lunch

Congratulations to all Graduands from all of us!
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looKiNg BacK

Bubble Soccer

In the past two months, YouthGo! and Fei Yue Family Service 
Centres (FSCs) in  Yew Tee, Champions Way, Choa Chu Kang 

and Bukit Batok have teamed up to organise 5 bubble soccer 
events. Held over two Saturdays, 14 March and 11 April, staff 
from YouthGo! and the respective FSCs braved the heat and 
rain to run these events. The events gave the residents and 
participants an opportunity to enjoy themselves with their 
friends and family. Youth, ranging from the age of 11 to 16 years 
old, took part in this community event. Many families came 
to support the participants, from as young as a toddler to an 
elderly grandma. Some enthusiastic supporters even brought 
pompoms to cheer for the participants. They were indeed the 
Number 1 fans of the youth playing! A mother of one youth 
even took the initiative to join in the bubble soccer game with 
her son, creating new memories and sharing experiences with 
him.

During the bubble soccer events, members of the public 
stopped to watch the games and take photos, while some 
children were attracted by the giant colourful bubble balls and 
wanted to play with them. They were curious to know who the 
organisers of the event were, and this gave us the platform 
to share more about Fei Yue and the services we provide. As 
YouthGo! recently started a new team in the Southwest region, 
these bubble soccer events gave the YouthGo! team further 
opportunities to engage more youth in this area as well.  As a 
team, we are thankful for these events that allowed us to know 
more about the region, reach out to families and youth,  and 
bring the community together. 
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Marriage Convention 2015

On 28 and 29, March, close to 600 individuals, mainly couples, 
convened at Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition 

Centre for the opening of the annual Marriage Convention 
2015.

Organised by The Families for Life Council, this year’s theme - 
“Growing Together. Staying Together.” reaffirms that “Marriage 
is a journey, not a destination.” The passage of marriage needs 
continual commitment and effort from both spouses to make it 
work, if not, they risk losing it.

Ms. Low Yen Leng, Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Social 
and Family Development graced the event as the Guest-of-
Honour. After observing a minute of silence as a mark of respect 
and mourning for the sad loss of Singapore’s Founding Father, 
Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, Ms. Low soberly gave her Opening Speech, 
drawing references and quotes on the unconditional love and 
commitment of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kuan Yew.

“Without her, I would be a different man with a different life.  
She devoted herself to me and our children.  

She was always there when I needed her.”  

– Mr. Lee Kuan Yew

Keynote Speakers, Dr. Sherod Miller and his wife, Dr. Phyllis, 
a renowned author, clinician in marriage and family therapy 
from Minnesota, United States, kicked off the programme 
with their constructive and insightful session on “Cultivating a 
Collaborative Marriage – For Better & Forever.”

The session was peppered with practical tips and questionnaires 
that kept participants enthused and engaged through the 
various dimensions of a collaborative marriage. Dr. Sheron also 
took all the questions from the participants in his stride, with 
pockets of humour.

The rest of sessions were brilliantly pulled together by an array 
of experienced speakers – Mr. David Seah & Ms. Lim Kheng 
Yeow, Mr. Boaz & Ms. Claire Nazar,  Mr. Arthur Ling & Ms. Chang 
Chee Siah, Mr. & Mrs. Chan Hon Shek, Ms. Evelyn Khong, Ms. 
Ngiow May Lee,  Mr. Mohamed Khair B Mohamed Noor & 
Ms. Suriati Abdullah, and Mr. T. Padmanathan & Mrs. Sarojini 
Padmanathan.

At the close of the convention, many couples walked away 
hand-in-hand with renewed commitment and understanding 
for each other, ready to face life’s challenges together 
unwaveringly! 

Photo Credits: Families for Life
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gettiNg there
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Being a people helper does not take much – all you need is a sincere heart to bless the less fortunate, and the 

willingness to use or acquire skills to do so. People helpers are not only found in social service organizations, 

everyone can be a people helper in their own way, whether they decide to contribute in terms of their time, resources or 

knowledge to benefit another person. After all, it is only through the combined efforts of community partners, donors, 

volunteers, corporations and individuals that we are able to multiply the positive impact of our work to the needy. 

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.”

 – Helen Keller

On the days leading up to Singapore’s 50th birthday, a fundraising initiative 

called Celebrate Singapore 50 has been set up to help the less fortunate 

from Fei Yue Eldercare Services and MINDS. You can check out Celebrate 

Singapore 50 on the web (http://www.celebratesingapore50.com/app/

index.php) or on the mobile app platform (http://goo.gl/rUfmNa), and 

celebrate our nation’s birthday by blessing others! Your contribution will 

help our needy seniors to move forward by improving their health and 

their quality of life.

To explore other ways to partner with us, visit www.fycs.org for more information.

Getting there …
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